The problem of finding the least-squares solution to a system of linear equations where the unknown vector is comprised of integers, but the matrix coefficient and given vector are comprised of real numbers, arises in many applications: communications, cryptography, GPS, to name a few. The problem is equivalent to finding the closest lattice point to a given point and is known to be NP-hard. In communications applications, however, the given vector is not arbitrary, but rather is an unknown lattice point that has been perturbed by an additive noise vector whose statistical properties are known. Therefore in this paper, rather than dwell on the worst-case complexity of the integer-least-squares problem, we study its expected complexity, averaged over the noise and over the lattice. For the "sphere decoding" algorithm of Fincke and Pohst we find a closed-form expression for the expected complexity and show that for a wide range of noise variances the expected complexity is polynomial, in fact often sub-cubic. Since many communications systems operate at noise levels for which the expected complexity turns out to be polynomial, this suggests that maximumlikelihood decoding, which was hitherto thought to be computationally intractable, can in fact be implemented in realtime-a result with many practical implications.
Heuristic Methods

All practical systems therefore resort to approximations andor heuristics to solve (1)-(2). Some common heuristics include the following:
Solve the unconstrained least-squares problem and then round-off to the closest integer. This is called zeroforcing equalization or Babai estimation [7] .
Nulling and cancelling:
Use only the Babai estimate for one of the entries of s, say SI. Assume then that s1 is known and subtract out its effect to obtain a reduced-order integer least-squares problem with m-1 unknowns. Solve similarly for s2, etc. In communications parlance, this method is known as decisionfeedback equalization.
3. Nulling and cancelling with optimal ordering: Perform nullingkancelling, ordered from the "strongest" to the "weakest" signal (see [8, 9] ).
All the above heuristic solutions require 0 ( m 3 ) computations. They will always give the exact solution if the columns of H are orthogonal, but, unfortunately, this is rarely the case. Orthogonalizing the columns of H via a QR decomposition, or otherwise, generally destroys the lattice structure. Therefore one often uses a lattice reduction method: find an invertible matrix T, such that T and T-l have integer entries, and such that the matrix G = HT is as "orthogonal as possible". In this case, instead of (l), we can solve the above as A necessary condition for s to lie inside the sphere is therefore that since they destroy the properties of the subset D C Zm. rmm 2 (sm -Sml2 5 T '~-
SPHERE DECODING
But this condition is easy to check and leads to
In addition to the aforementioned heuristic methods, there also exist exact methods that are a bit more sophisticated than performing a full search over the entire integer lattice. One is Kannan's algorithm [lo] , which searches only over lattice points in a carefully selected rectangular parallelepiped, and the other is the sphere decoding algorithm of Fincke and Pohst [ 113, which has recently been suggested for various communications problems [ 1, 121. Nevertheless, both these algorithms require exponential complexity.
In the remainder of this paper we shall focus on the sphere decoding algorithm. The main idea in sphere decoding is to search over only lattice points that lie in a certain hypersphere of radius r around z, rather than to search over the entire integer lattice, thereby reducing the required computations. Clearly, the closest lattice point inside the hypersphere will also be the closest lattice point for the whole lattice. Although this seems to be a promising idea, there are two questions that come up. 
,
One can continue in a similar fashion for sm-2, and so on, until all points inside the sphere are found. This essentially leads us to the sphere decoding algorithm.
1. How to choose r? Clearly, if r is too large, we obtain too many points, but if r is too small, we obtain no points. A natural candidate is the covering radius, defined to be the radius of the spheres centered at the
The Algorithm
Input: R, x, i, r.
lattice points that cover the whole space in the most economical way. Unfortunately, computing the cov- ering radius is itself NP-hard. Remark: Rather than search over all lattice points in a sphere of radius r and dimension m, the algorithm searches over all lattice points in spheres of radius T and dimensions 1,2, . . . , m. The algorithm therefore constructs a tree, where the branches in the k-th level of the tree correspond to the lattice points inside the sphere of radius r and dimension k. This is depicted in Fig. 1. we may choose the radius r 2 = amu2 in such a way that we find a lattice point with high probability:
How can we tell which
Fig. 1. Tree generated by sphere decoding algorithm.
A First Look at Complexity
A heuristic study of the expected complexity of the sphere decoding algorithm can be given as follows. For an arbitrary point x, the expected number of lattice points inside a kdimensional sphere of radius T is proportional to the volume To have a nonvanishing probability of finding a point in the m-dimensional sphere, its volume must be &rm = O(1). But from Stirling's formula this implies that r 2 = O(m) and that the complexity of the algorithm is exponential, eo(m).
A RANDOM MODEL
Although not unexpected, the above complexity analysis yields a discouraging result. In communications applications, however, the vector o is not arbitrary, but rather is a lattice point perturbed by additive noise with known statistical properties. Thus, we will assume
where the entries of w are independent N ( 0 , c 2 ) random variables. It is also useful, and not unreasonable, to assume that the lattice-generating-matrix H is random and is comprised of independent N(0,l) entries. We further assume, for simplicity, that m = n. (The more general case of m # n can also be studied without much more effort.)
The first by-product of these assumptions is a method to determine thedesiredradius r. Note that llv112 = 11~-Hs11~ is a z2 random variable with m/2 degrees of freedom. Thus The question is how to compute E,(k, r2)? Suppose that the lattice point st was transmitted and that the vector x = Hst + v was received. The probability that an arbitrary lattice point sa lies in a hypersphere of radius T around x can be computed to be 02+1,.P,2_.t 1 1 2 X k P -1 r(k/2) e-xdX' Note that the above probability depends only on 11s =-st 112 = ][st, i.e., on the squared norm of an arbitrary lattice point in e k-dimensional lattice. It is thus straightforward to see that Since lls112 = s : + . . .+si, we basically, need to figure out how many ways a non-negative integer n can be represented as the sum of k squared integers. This is a classic problem in number theory and the solution is denoted by T k(n) [ 
131.
There exist a plethora of results on how to compute T k (n), its asymptotic values (in k and n), etc. We only mention one here: Tk (n) is given by the coefficient of x n in the expansion The above arguments lead to the following result. complexity exponent is plotted as a function of m for different values of the o2 in Fig. 2 . As can be seen, for small enough noise the expected complexity is polynomial, whereas for large noise it is exponential.
with L-PAM constellations
In communications problems, we are usually concerned
In this case, rather than the noise variance 02, one is interested in the SNR, p = *).
For such constellations, computing the expected complexity is more involved than for the infinite lattice. Nonetheless, we have the following result.
Theorem 2 (Expected complexity for problem (2)) Under the aforementioned assumptions, the expected complexity of the sphere decoder for problem (2) for a 2-PAM constellation is
For a 4-PAM constellation it is
where Qkl (n) is the coeflcient of xn in the polynomial (1 + + x4 + "9)1(1+ 2x + x4)k-1. Similar expressions can be obtained for &PAM, 16-PAM, etc., constellations. 4,8,16 . As can be seen, for low rates (i.e., small constellations) the expected complexity is polynomial, whereas for high rates (i.e., large constellations) the expected compexity is exponential. Simulation results suggest that, for a given SNR, the complexity is polynomial as long as the rate is less than the Shannon capacity corresponding to the SNR. This suggests that maximum-likelihood decoding can be feasible, since communication systems operate at rates below capacity. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the improvement in performance of sphere decoding over nulling and cancelling for a certain multi-antenna space-time code corresponding to m = 64 (for the details see [2] ). The complexity of ML decoding via the sphere decoder is only twice the complexity of nulling and cancelling, whereas the performance improvement is significant. The number of points in the lattice subset for this example is Thus, the sphere decoder yields the maximum-likelihood estimate in (roughly) cubic time, rather than having to search over all lo3' possibilities. 
CONCLUSION
In many communication problems, CDMA systems, signalling over FIR channels, space-time codes, etc., maximumlikelihood detection reduces to solving an integer least-squares problem. In such applications maximum-likelihood detection is rarely performed, on the grounds that it requires exponential complexity and is therefore computationally intractable. While it is true that the worst-case and expected complexity of solving the integer least-squares problem is exponential when the observed vector is arbitrary, in communications problems the observed vector is not arbitrary, but is rather a lattice point perturbed by additive noise whose statistics are known. In fact, communication systems operate at rates below the Shannon capacity, which typically implies that the noise variance is much less than the distance between the lattice points.
In this paper we studied the expected complexity of the integer-least-squares problem, averaged over the noise and over the lattice. For the sphere decoding algorithm of Fincke and Pohst we found a closed-form expression for the expected complexity in terms of the noise variance, the dimension of the lattice, and (for subsets of lattices) the constellation. It turns out that over a wide range of noise variances and dimensions the expected complexity is polynomial, in fact often cubic or sub-cubic. Since many communications systems operate at noise levels for which this is the case, this suggests that maximum-likelihood decoding, which was hitherto thought to be computationally intractable, can in fact be implemented with complexity similar to heuristic methods, but with siginificant performance gains-a result with many practical implications.
